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Perhaps the greatest rivalry in the highly contested “Voiturette” or “Vetturetta” class during the 1930s was that
between the newly formed British E.R.A. (English Racing Automobiles) concern and the Italian Maserati firm.
The very same Maserati Tipo 4CM, offered for sale here, Chassis no. 1527, is one of the very machines pressed
into to battle by the Modena based works scuderia for a number of significant races during the 1936 season.
From around 1934 until the outbreak of World War II, Grand Prix motor racing in Europe was largely dominated
by the, government backed, Mercedes-Benz and Auto Union teams. With costs in the sport spiralling,
many manufacturers simply couldn’t afford to compete at the very top level and thus focussed their attention
on the popular and highly competitive 1500cc “Voiturette” class. Although the second tier of motor racing,
the voiturettes were hugely competitive and often took place at the same venues as the main Grand Prix.
In some cases, they even raced at the same events as the Grand Prix, albeit within a separate class.
The voiturette class gave young drivers the opportunity to cut their teeth in single-seater motorsport whilst
enabling lesser funded teams to show off their design and engineering capabilities without the budgetary
requirements of a full GP team.
The Tipo 4CM Maserati was introduced in 1932. Initially powered by an 1100cc twin over-head camshaft
supercharged four-cylinder, the capacity was later increased to 1500cc in order to compete in the ever popular
international voiturette or “vetturetta” (in Italian) racing class. The first monoposto to be produced by Maserati,
the 4CM’s engine was mated to a four-speed box and the cars were fitted with a hydraulic braking system,
a highly advanced design for the time. In various guises and capacities, the Tipo 4CM was produced between
1932 and 1938 and enjoyed numerous successes.
Works records show that this particular “second series” Tipo 4CM, Chassis no. 1527 was completed 8th
November 1935. Although it is thought to have originally been destined for Conte Luigi Castelbarco, he never
took delivery of ‘1527’ and the car was entered for five races during the 1936 season by the Maserati works
team, with various “piloti” at the wheel. The first recorded race entry for this 4CM is a rather special one,
namely the inaugural Coupe du Prince Ranier, held in Monaco on Saturday 11th April 1936.
The race was held on the Saturday before the main Grand Prix and lasted for 50 laps - half the distance of the
main event. ‘1527’ was entered by the works and piloted by former Alfa Romeo works Grand Prix team driver,
Conte Goffredo “Freddie” Zehender and a photograph on file shows the start of the race with Zehender in car
no. 70 leaving the line. Practice took place on the Thursday and, in wet conditions, the experienced Zehender
proved to be fastest. Qualifying took place on the Friday and in the dry conditions Earl Howe was quickest
on his works E.R.A. at 2m04s, followed by Maserati team member Omobono Tenni at 2m.06s. The three cars
of Mays, (E.R.A.) Bianco (Maserati) and Zehender came next all sharing a time of 2m07s. Their grid positions
were therefore arranged via a ballot with Mays 3rd, Bianco 4th and Zehender losing out and starting from 5th.
Despite promising pace, the Maserati team did not have a particularly enjoyable day. Zehender was in the
pits after just three laps with a broken accelerator and eventually retired on lap 43 with a broken piston whilst
running in 4th place. Before the race was over the entire team had retired for various reasons. The E.R.A.
works team also suffered from mechanical woes and the race was famously won by Prince Bira of Siam on
one of his famous E.R.A.s – his first ever race victory.

The Maserati works did not enter the RAC International Light Car Race on The Isle of Man and thus the next
appearance of ‘1527’ during the 1936 season was for the 10th ADAC Eifelrennen, held at the famous
Nürburgring on 14th June. Although only eight-laps the overall race distance was over 100 miles due to
the length of the circuit. On this occasion, the 4CM was piloted by motorcycle ace turned motorcar racer,
Omobono Tenni. Widely regarded as the Nuvolari of the two-wheel racing world, Tenni was a tenacious
driver and often nicknamed “The Black Devil.” The entire grid for this voiturette race was picked by ballot
and Tenni was placed near the back of the grid. Despite this handicap, he came through the field on a
wet drizzly track to finish a creditable 2nd, bested only by his teammate Conte Trossi on a six-cylinder
Maserati. Bira was third on his E.R.A.
Just one week later and the cars were at the Grand Prix de Picardie in northern France. ‘1527’ was entered
by Maserati for team member and financier, Gino Rovere. The Australian born playboy “Fast” Freddy McEvoy
had entered with a Tipo 6CM Maserati for the race, but it is thought that his car had been crashed by a
mechanic in practice and so he took over the Tipo 4CM of Rovere for heat two of the race. The results show
Rovere as a non-starter with McEvoy finishing 4th. Although some results show McEvoy finishing in a 6CM
this is in fact incorrect. There are no photographs of McEvoy at Picardie in a 6CM but a photograph, on file,
shows the car no. 26 of McEvoy during the race and in a Tipo 4CM so the theory that McEvoy had switched to
Rovere’s Tipo 4CM for the race seems to ring true. The race was won by Bira, his second victory on his E.R.A.
From Picardie, the teams moved on to the Parco Sempione in Milan. For this race ‘1527’ was once again
piloted by Omobono Tenni, who, in trying to keep pace with Trossi went off on
the 7th lap whilst in second position. After a lengthy pit stop to replace the spark plugs and a broken wheel,
Tenni returned to the track but retired shortly afterwards with a broken gearbox. Victory went to Tenni’s
teammate Conte Trossi on the works Tipo 6CM Maserati. The final race for ‘1527’ with the works team was
on the 2nd August at the Coppa Ciano in Montenero. Once again team financier Gino Rovere was on board
and finished 5th overall in the race, his teammate Trossi once again the victor for Maserati.
Between the Coppa Ciano and the Coppa Acerbo at Pescara this Maserati Tipo 4CM was sold by the works
to the Scuderia Impero, Roma and was driven for the remainder of the season and into 1937 by Agostino
Prosperi and, on one occasion by Alberto Filippi Gabardi. A full list of race entries, entrants and results
for ‘1527’ up until 1948 has been expertly compiled by Maserati historian, Adam Ferrington, and is contained
within the history file offered for sale with the car. From Scuderia Impero the car was sold, in May 1937,
to the private team Gruppo Fiorentina of Florence who campaigned the car for the remainder of the season.
The car then passed to Secondo Corsi for the 1938 season. Corsi modified the radiator grille and front
cowling and raced with little success. For the 1939 season he fitted the car with Tecnauto independent
front suspension. The final owner, before Italy joined World War II in 1940 is noted as Vico Pagliano who
campaigned ‘1527’ at Tripoli and in the Targa Florio.
After the war, it is thought that ‘1527’ was the modified Tipo 4CM hill-climbed on one occasion by Felice
Bonetto. It was then raced by Gaetano dell’Acqua during the 1947 season and in around 1950 was imported
into North America and fitted with a two-seater sports body. In 1957 the Maserati was sold by Bob Morgan
of New Jersey and remained with American enthusiasts until eventually ending up with a Canadian Maserati
collector during the early 1980s. In the latter’s care ‘1527’ was treated to a total and thorough restoration
back to its original and correct 1936 monoposto form, with a body built from factory drawings and a
replacement solid front axle supplied by Cameron Miller. During the restoration process, the original
cylinder block and crankshaft were found to be beyond repair and new units were made by Maserati expert
Tony Merrick in the UK. Photographs contained in the history file show ‘1527’ in rolling chassis form during
the restoration and also show the completed article.
‘1527’ returned to Europe during the 1990s and was purchased by the current owner in 2004. The current
owner has enjoyed driving the Tipo 4CM at numerous historic events such as The Goodwood Revival Meeting,
where, once again, ‘1527’ has been invited to race in September this year. In recent years the Maserati has
been expertly prepared by Simon Bish of SPB Historics, a former long-term employee of Tony Merrick who
is thus highly qualified in the restoration and preparation of significant racing Maseratis.

Offered for sale for the first time in circa fifteen years ‘1527’ represents a superb opportunity to race at
top-class historic motor racing events and is, of course, eligible to compete at the Grand Prix Historique
de Monaco - the same venue where it was campaigned in its inaugural race by the works team and the
experienced racer, Conte Goffredo “Freddie” Zehender. An historic and important Maserati “vetturetta” from
the halcyon years of the voiturette racing class, close inspection of ‘1527’ is welcome at our showrooms,
with private on track demonstration by Simon Bish available via appointment and owner consent.
N.B. We should like to express our gratitude to Maserati historian, Adam Ferrington, for his kind assistance
in writing the history of ‘1527’ and for supplying the period photography of the car in action.
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Zehender in ‘1527’ (Car No. 70) leaves the line from 5th on the grid for the 1936 Coupe du Prince Rainier in
Monaco. Zehender retired from the race with a broken piston on lap 43 of 50 whilst running in 4th position.

Talented young driver Ferdinando “Nando” Barbieri (Car No. 24) leads the field in his Maserati 4CM for the final
voiturette race of the 1936 season held at Modena. On this occasion ‘1527’ was entered by the Scuderia Impero
and was driven to 4th place from 6th on the grid by the native Roman Agostino Prosperi.

Agostino Prosperi once again aboard ‘1527’ dices with Baron De Graffenried at the
1937 Coppa Prinicipessa di Piemont,Posillipo, Napoli, en route to another 4th place finish.

Pasquale Ermini, (A renowned mechanic/engineer as well as a driver) on ‘1527’ at the 1937 Gran Premio
di San Remo, where he came second in his heat and 4th overall. By this point the car was owned and entered
by the Gruppo Fiorentina

Pasquale Ermini and ‘1527’ is surrounded by the support crew at the 1937 Coppa Acerbo at Pescara

Driver and venue unknown, but a stunning study of ‘1527’

